
 

 

 
Abstract— Silicon Mach-Zehnder modulator (SMZM) 

is fit to high-contrast optical modulation in wide ranges of 

spectral along 50 Gbaud symbol rates. Some times its 

efficiency is lower in wavelength about 1.31 μm than 1.55 

μm, it can decrease the Phase Shifter (PS) efficiency and 

occupies large amount of data rates. In this manuscript, 

the plus-shaped PN junction Phase Shifter (PS) is 

proposed. The major aim of the proposed work is to create 

an optimum CD type plus-shaped PS including lesser VπL. 

Silicon MZM including proposed PS can satisfy the 

higher-speed data transmission requirement on the 

applications of inter with intra data centre. The objective 

of this method is to increase the modulation efficiency 

(ME) by decreasing the optical loss for higher-speed data 

rate (DR). To get greater efficiency of modulation, the P 

doped region width and the thickness of doped regions are 

differ under slabs. The simulation analysis of circuit-level 

is executed in the proposed PS acquired at travelling wave 

electrode (TWE) silicon Mach Zehnder modulator. In 80 

Gbps, the 12.39 dB maximal extinction ratio along 

8.67×10-8 bit error rate (BER) was acquired in VπLπ of 

1.05 V.cm for 3.5 mm PS length. The measured intrinsic 

bandwidth of 3 dB denotes ~38 GHz, whereas the 

transmission energy per bit denotes 1.71pJ/bit. More 

examines are carried out to recognize the maximal 

communication distance using proposed PS under SMZM 

for the requirements of data centre. 

 

Keywords—PN junction PS, SMZM, bit error rate, 

silicon photonic device, and data centre.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
OWADAYS, a photonic devices measuring is the 
investigation of interest for satisfying the development of 

dangerous requirements at data centres. The phase shifter (PS) 
performance is computed the modulator performance. 
Technological advances, like 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) have leaded the way for increasing 
internet traffic (IT). IT is developed in alarm rate owing to file 
sharing enhancement, video calls and streaming, online 
conferences etc [1, 2]. This increasing IT has force on data 
centres to implement such demands. The union of 
international telecommunication has issued procedures 
governing the use of optical bandwidth. The technology of 
Silicon photonics (SiPh) is suggested to fulfil the requirement 
of futuristic network. SiPh offers a cost-effectual mode for 
incorporating the electronic with photonic modules at Si chip 
by the benefits of CMOS fabrication technology [3] & [4].  

The optical modulator is a noteworthy part of higher-speed 
data transmission connection amid the electronic and optic 
mechanisms [5-7]. Materials along hybrid optical modulators, 
viz Indium Tin Oxide [8 -14] offer maximal proficiency of 
modulation, but it is not compatible CMOS fabrication, like 
silicon. At silicon optical modulators, the modulation imitates 
the major plasma scattering effect. In the doped region, a 
carrier concentration is caused by external voltage bias that 
leads to effectual difference of index [15, 16]. The carrier 
injection (CI) and carrier depletion (CD) are occurred through 
forward and reverse bias voltage respectively, which is 
utilized the standard plasma scattering strategies. Lesser 3dB 
bandwidth is a major drawback of CI strategy, because 
maximal capacity of dispersion junction, long lifespan of free-
carrier, acquired maximal ME (low VπL) [4]. The CD strategy 
handles this shortcoming, also supports higher-speed data 
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process [17] & [18]. The drawback of CD is less ME (high 
VπL). The obtainable MZM is chosen to its thermal 
steadiness, simple fabrication, with higher efficiency amid 
those optical modulators. Consuming maximal power with 
huge footprint is the drawback of MZM [19, 20].  

The efficiency of modulator depends upon the effective of 
PS utilizing doping pattern and concentration. By utilizing 
doping pattern, the PS is categorized as interleaved, 
horizontal, vertical [21 -29]. Multi-PN junction including PS 
length presents greater modulation proficiency at interleaved 
type PS but infabrication complexity cost. Horizontal type PS 
reduced the fabrication complexity, and then lesser doping 
concentration is employed in PS length cost. The PS length is 
lessened in vertical type depending on high doping 
concentrated vertical slabs. Along the carrier concentration 
increment, increases the free carrier absorption loss. Slot like 
structures is employed [30 -34] to minimize the loss, but 
maximize the interaction of light-object. TWE is selected on 
combined structure, owing to its independent of RC time 
stable. It helps CD technique [33 -35] for getting huge 
footprint.  

The presented report includes workflow model for 
biomedical data. The proposed model is a solution for the case 
study of two-dimensional data classification. The experiments 
are conducted using distance computing techniques: Euclidean 
distance, Manhattan Distance, Cosine Distance. The result 
values show the percentage of accurately classified images for 
the three distance measures. In addition, the paper also 
presents a workflow model as a solution for prediction 
problems. The experiments are performed to compute the 
efficiency and probability of heart disease occurrence using 
Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest with 
Naïve Bayes techniques. Results show the advantages and 
disadvantages of the included methods [36]. Multidimensional 
tries hashing (MTH) access method is an extension of the tries 
hashing for dynamic multi-key files (or databases). Its 
formulation consists of maintaining in main memory (d) 
separate tries, and then every index has an attribute. The data 
file represents an array of dimension (d), in an order, linear 
way on the disk. The relationship amid the physical addresses 
and indexes resulting of the application of the tries is achieved 
through the mapping function. In average, a record may be 
found in one disk access, which places the method among the 
most efficient known. Yet MTH has the double disadvantage 
of a low occupancy of file buckets (40-50%) and a greater 
memory space in relation to the file size (tries in memory) 
[37].   

The transfer functions linearity of ME-MZM along PN 
junction PS has been examined. Here, experimentally proves 
168 Gb/s 4-level pulse amplitude modulation signals (PAM-4) 
generation utilizing multi-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator 
(ME-MZM) driven via 2 on-off keying (OOK) electrical 

signals, it is trained by lesser digital signal processing (DSP) 
that involves pulse shaping in symbol rates for 84 Gbaud, RF 
spectral pre-compensation filter, clipping including 
quantization. Here, the transmission presentation of ME-MZM 
is likened with typical SiP SPP travelling wave Mach-Zehnder 
modulator (TWMZM) [38] utilizing different fiber lengths. It 
permits to quantitatively liken PAM-4 signal production at 
optical domain attained through ME-MZM Vs TWMZM that 
necessitates PAM-4 signal as created in electric domain. 
Moreover, the enhancement of transmission proficiency is 
attained through DSP. Here, report 128 Gb/s PAM-4 effectual 
transmissions over 2 km of fiber below the KP4 forward Error 
correction (FEC) threshold of 2.0 × 10−4 at C-band. ME-
MZM is reached maximal bit rate transmission owing to high 
bandwidth of every sector likened to related TWMZM. The 
experimental shows ME-MZM functionality based that needs 
on-off keying drive signals, maximal baud PAM-4 generation 
is reached. Every modulator provides the power consume per 
bit for different bitrates with the scheme of modulation. When 
likened to TWMZM, this experimental outcome demonstrates 
that the ME-MZM gives effectual solution for maximal baud 
PAM-4 Silicon MZMs are fit to higher-contrast optical 
modulation at broad spectral ranges along 50 Gbaud high 
symbol rates. Some times its efficiency is lowers in 
wavelengths about 1.31 μm than 1.55 μm, this will decrease 
the PS efficiency and occupies large amount of data rates. To 
overcome this problem this paper is proposed.  Through 
diminishing the doping region, the merits of horizontal with 
vertical mode doping is utilized at PS. Therefore, in this 
manuscript, a plus-shaped PN junction PS models along 
higher ME is proposed. The aim is to create an optimum CD 
type plus-shaped PS including lesser VπL. Silicon MZM 
including proposed PS can satisfy the higher-speed data 
transmission requirement on the applications of inter with 
intra data centre.  
 
The contribution of this paper is summarized below: 

 
In this manuscript, the plus-shaped PN junction PS is 

deemed. The aim is to create an optimum CD type plus-shaped 
PS including lesser VπL. 
 Silicon MZM including proposed PS can satisfy the higher-
speed data transmission requirement on the applications of 
inter with intra data centre.  
The objective of this method is to increase the modulation 
efficiency (ME) by decreasing the optical loss for higher-
speed data rate (DR).  
To get greater efficiency of modulation, the P doped region 
width and the thickness of doped regions are differ under 
slabs. 

The remaining of this manuscript explains section 2 as 
Literature survey, the device structure is delineated in segment 
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III. The experimental outcomes have been assessed in segment 
IV. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Wang et al. [39] have presented the Linearity properties of 

double–parallel silicon MZM. Here, maximal linearity 
wideband double-parallel silicon MZM. The presented 
modulator contains 2 carrier-depletion-depend MZMs along 
single-drive push-pull traveling wave electrode design. The 
analytic mode was designed for examining the modulator’s 
linearity property. The outcomes display that the modulator 
could successfully suppress third-order harmonics with the 
distortion of inter-modulation, upgraded modulation linearity 
likened to single MZM. 

Veera Subramanian, et al. [40] have presented a silicon 
photonic double-parallel MZM working near 1550 nm utilized 
to PAM-4. Here, differential together with integral non-
linearity was assessed. Driving as well as biasing mode 
enhances the linearity with PAM function. The computed 2nd 
harmonic distortion with two-tone, 3rd-order inter-modulation 
spurious-free dynamic range were 75 dB · Hz ½, 86 dB · 
Hz 3/2. Moreover, the device proficiency was examined in a 
short-attain transmission scheme. 

Ghilioni et al. [41] have presented modulator design 
depending on Mach-Zehnder for the recognition of higher DR 
Silicon Photonics transmitters. Here, the challenges posed by 
presented devices incorporation on silicon were assessed. 
Here, multiple stages, travelling wave, were focuses on power 
capacity. A significant parameter assuming the stringent 
necessities of standard module form factors. A 25 Gbps 
multiple stages together with 56 Gbps travelling wave 
modulator were deemed. Every electro-optical transmitter was 
acquired through 3D assembly of electronic IC on top of 
photonic IC with the help of copper pillars.  30% optimum 

efficiency of power likened to Silicon Photonics state-of-the-
art in same DRs as well as the performance of comparable 
extinction ratio was proved in both cases. Since packaging 
was an important component of Silicon Photonics higher 
volume creation, packaged chips were reported.  

 

Baudot et al. [42] have presented a lesser voltage 25Gbps 
silicon MZM at O-band. Here, a silicon modulator depending 
upon symmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer operating at 
optical communication schemes O-Band. Even though the 
effect of FCPD was inefficient in wavelengths 1.31 μm than 
1.55 μm, the presented modulator shows an ME likened with 
state-of-the-art counterparts at C-Band, VπLπ product amid 
0.95 V cm and 1.15 V cm. It was feasible to prove higher 
speed mode in 25 Gb ps utilizing driving voltage as lesser 3.3 
Vpp, compatible to the technology of BiCMOS.  

Shao et al. [43] have presented a model for improving 
silicon Mach-Zehnder optical modulator linearity with the 
help of doping control. Enhance the silicon carrier-depletion 
Mach-Zehnder optical modulator linearity presentation by 
regulating the doping concentration. In waveguide, optical 
field distribution was Gaussian-like distribution. If maximize 
the concentration of doping, then minimize the dynamic 
depletion width of PN junction under the same modulation 
signal, also the overlap incorporation width amid the 
Gaussian-like optical field distribution with depletion region 
was lesser. So, the modulated signal contains lesser nonlinear 
modules. Here, various devices were fabricated along various 
doping concentrations. By adopting a ten times doping 
concentration, the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) for 
third-order inter-modulation distortion maximizes 109.2 
dB.Hz2/3 to 113.7 dB.Hz2/3, also SFDR for second harmonic 
distortion (SHD) maximizes 87.6 dB.Hz1/2 to 97.5 dB.Hz1/2 in 
2 GHz driving frequency.   

A. Comparative Analysis 
Methods and Authors Objective Experimental results Dis advantages 

Wang et al. [35] have presented the 
Linearity characterization of dual–

parallel silicon MZM. In this higher 
linearity wideband dual-parallel 

silicon MZM. 

The presented modulator 
contains 2 carrier-depletion-
depend MZMs along single-

drive push-pull traveling 
wave electrode configuration. 

Analytic mode was 
implemented to examine the 

linearity property of 
modulator. 

The measurement 
outcomes display that the 

modulator could 
successfully suppress third-

order harmonics, 
distortions of third-order 

inter-modulation, upgraded 
modulation linearity, 
compared to a single 

MZM. 
 

Lesser 3dB bandwidth is a 
major drawback of CI 

strategy, because maximal 
capacity of dispersion 

junction, long lifespan of 
free-carrier, acquired 

maximal ME (low VπL) 

Veerasubramanian et al. [36] have 
presented a present a silicon 

photonic double-parallel MZM 
functioning 1550 nm for PAM-4. 

A driving scheme and a 
biasing method that improves 
the linearity as well as PAM 

operation of device 

The measured second 
harmonic distortion, two-

tone, 3rd -order inter-
modulation spurious-free 

Consuming maximal 
power with huge footprint 
is the drawback of MZM 
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dynamic range 75 dB · 
Hz ½, 86 dB · Hz 3/2 . 

Ghilioni et al. [37] have presented 
modulator schemes depending on 
Mach-Zehnder for the recognition 
of higher-DR Silicon Photonics 

transmitters. 

multistage and travelling 
wave methods were used to 

increase the power efficiency 

30% optimum power 
capacity likened to Silicon 
Photonics state-of-the-art 

in same DR, also 
comparable extinction ratio 

performance was 
demonstrated in both cases. 

the modulation imitates 
the major plasma 
scattering effect 

Baudot et al. [38] have presented 
Lesser voltage 25Gbps silicon 

MZM in O-band. 

silicon modulator depending 
upon symmetric Mach-
Zehnder interferometer 
operating at O-Band of 
optical communication 

schemes 

Demonstrate higher speed 
function on 25 Gb ps 

utilizing driving voltage 
lower 3.3 Vpp, compatible 
with BiCMOS technology. 

 

Performances of the speed 
was low 

Shao et al. [39] have presented a 
model for improving the silicon 

Mach-Zehnder optical modulator 
linearity utilizing doping control 

Enhance the linearity 
performance of silicon 

carrier-depletion Mach-
Zehnder optical modulator by 

regulating doping 
concentration. 

Experimental results 
indicate that SFDR for 3rd -

order inter-modulation 
deformation maximizes 
109.2 dB.Hz2/3 to 113.7 

dB.Hz2/3 and SFDR for 2nd 
harmonic distortion 

maximizes 87.6 dB.Hz1/2 to 
97.5 dB.Hz1/2 in 2 GHz 

driving frequency through 
adopting ten times doping 

concentration. 

Consumes large number 
of power. 

 

III. DEVICE STRUCTURE 
Rib waveguide and 500nm width (Wrib), thick of ridge 

220nm (trib), 90nm etching deepness has been deemed because 
it provides good optical confinement along the functioning of 
single-mode (TE1), also this is a standards of fabrication. 

The simulation is carried out in analytical mode [37]. Figure 
1 depicts the light propagation via rib waveguide. From the 
waveguide centre 100nm offset is imitated to PN junction for 
improving the efficiency of phase. N doped region width set as 
150nm, slab thickness (P, N) set 70nm. The concentrations of 
P as well as N doped set 91017 cm-3 with 71017 cm-3, 
because holes contain huge shift index with lesser absorb than 
electrons [7]. At the edge of waveguide, slab resistance has 
been diminished to 11019 cm-3 carrier concentration of P+ 
together with N+ doped region. Aluminium electrodes (Al) 
have been employed to electrical contacts. The PS (L) length 
is set as 3.5mm. Figure 2 depicts 3 dimensional view of plus-
shaped PS. Maximal 5 V driving voltage is utilized to cathode 
(V = 0 to 5V) for maintaining minimal power consumption. 
Silicon MZM has lateral PN-junction rib-waveguide PS that is 
portrayed in Figure 2. Si MZM contains single MZ 
interferometer as well as RF coplanar waveguide in MZI. 
Lateral PN junction is produced at Si rib-waveguide PS 

including ℓ = 3 or 4 mm on both MZI. The rib waveguide is 
structured to the dimension of rib width 500-nm, rib height 
220-nm, side slab height 95-nm for optical modulation at 
single mode transverse-electric polarization. The dimensions 
are deemed to attain maximal speed of modulation with 
minimal optical loss. Maximal slab presents lesser resistance 
series with rapid phase modulation, while optical loss implies 
greater owing to weak mode confinement at middle rib along 
slab height <  95 nm. Si MZMs fabricates 8-inch SOI wafers 
of 220-nm SOI thickness together with 2-μm buried-oxide 
(BOX) utilizing 130-nm node CMOS. BOX layer helps the 
bottom clad. In every PS, DC reverse-bias voltage has been 
employed to PN-junction for maximal speed refractive-index 
modulation in the mode of carrier-depletion. 
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Figure 1: propagation of lightvia rib waveguide (500 × 220 nm) 
 

 
Figure 2: (3 dimensional view of plus-shaped PS) 

 
Capacitive combination of reverse-biased PN junction is 

involved radio frequency CPW simulation for obtaining 10-
μm signal electrode width as well as gaps 6.4-μm width gaps 
amid the signal and ground electrodes for 50-Ω matching 
impedance. RF electrodes are covered by Al metal in 2-μm 
thick top clad with the thickness of 2-μm. The signal electrode 
is linked with rib waveguide P-doped slab, a ground electrodes 
for rib waveguide N-doped slab utilizing Al vertical interlink 
access. Signal electrodes are in top of PS, then linked to 
contact pads removed in both sides. Figure 2 depicts the 2 
carrier-depletion Si MZMs profile has lateral PN-junction in 
rib-waveguide PS for DC FOM evaluation. Rib-waveguide PS 
contains specific profile of PN-junction, here left half of 
silicon core at rib waveguide is uniformly doped with P-type 
dopants (boron) and right half of the core is uniformly doped 
with N-type dopants. Depletion region forms at PN-junction 
vertical boundary in the rib core center. The compensation 
doping permit optical loss minimization at PN-junction PS 
without maximizing π-shift voltage (Vπ). 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
The analysis is categorized as 2 level simulation: (i) device 

(ii) system (Figure 3). On device-state, the electro-optic as 
well as RF behaviour of PS is carried out with the help of 
finite-difference eigenmode (FDE) evaluation (Figure 3.a). In 
system-level, the PS parameters design is derived from MZM 
(PS-MZM) in Lumerical Interlink (Figure 3.b). The long-
distance transmission as well as higher-speed DR is 
implemented for examining the proficiency of PS-MZM’s to 
the application of data centre on and off-chip transmission. 
The parameter explanation of figure 3b is given below: 

 
1. Pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) generator: 
Typical BERT and PRBS generator have been structured to 

the technology of silicon bipolar or SiGe BiCMOS [1][2]. 
Besides, a standard PRB series contains ratio of mark density 
that is measured by count of zeros average ratio to 112 series. 
For simulating the DC unbalance code test vehicle, mark 

densities rather than half, viz U4 or 118 have been desirable. 
The PRBS core as well as mark density control is injected for 
the generator of mark density. At common PRB series, “0 and 
“1” probabilities = half, then PRB series is non-correlated with 
delay version. Here, 2 adjacent hits are ended together, “I” 
shows in output while both bits imply 1, and then probability 
of “I” is 114. Thus, the PRBS of mark density 118 is reached 
by “ending” the neighboring 3 bits. 
 
2. Essential Signal generator and Modulator: 

Digital signals have been modulated utilizing DSP in its 
phase together with the components of quadrature phase. 
These digital signals converts analogue, then modulated as 
900MHz frequency band with the help of frequency hop local 
oscillator. Data is transferred at r.f. power bursts along bursts 
amplitude profile as mentioned by photo detector.  
 
3. Photo detector 

Photo detector is a device that is used to convert photons to 
electrons. These detectors depend upon photons absorption 
rate rather than energy absorption rate not like the thermal 
detectors. Nevertheless, a device could absorb photons only if 
the energy of incident photons is above some minimal 
threshold. 
 
3. BER Tester  

Bit Error Rate (BER) Tester is utilized for determining the 
count of errors at data transmission process.  Data transfer is 
any part of the device that is considered in the data and 
modifies the data. 
 
4. Eye diagram analyzer and the Lazar 

The 3 dimension EO transmit including measurements of 
eye diagram is determined through 231-1 PRBS from sample 
generator  in EIC input as well as optical output is captured 
utilizing digital communication analyzer. Erbium doped fiber 
amplifier (EDFA) along tunable bandpass filter (0.8 nm 
bandwidth) has been utilized to optical amplify the optical 
output signal from chip. For Si MZM, the input wavelength is 
set to device quadrature point. 
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Figure 3: Simulation flow for result analysis (a) Device-level 

simulation 
 

PRBS generator 

Essential signal generator 

Modulator 

Laser 

Photo detector 

BER tester 

Eye diagram 

analyzer 

 
 

Figure 3b: Simulation flow for result analysis (b) System-level 
simulation  

A. Assessment of Device level  

The reverse bias voltage (BV) of PS is varies for analysing 
the electro-optic PS performance. When BVis maximized, 
the carriers have been depletion from PN junction. It 
diminishes the density of carrier, so diminished the junction 
capacitance that is represented at Figure 4. The junction 
capacitance (C) depending upon electron ( ), density (1), 
hole (  

 

                                             (1) 

 
Here, q implicates electric charge,  specifies dielectric 

constant,  as relative permittivity,  as dispersion capacity. 
 

 
Figure 4: Junction Capacitance ofPS for varying BV 

 
CD is the impact of refractive index absorption 

coefficient  of PS. The derivation (2) and (3) is exhibited 
by So ref and Bennett [14].  

 
             (2) 

 
                       (3) 

 
The optical PS feature is modified by effectual index 

change (5) and voltage ( ). It occurs phase shift ( ) 
at propagating optical wave (OW) including PS length  is 
exhibited in (6).  

 
                                    (4) 

 
Here, neff,I implies effectual waveguide index  absence of 

doping. 
 

                                    (5) 
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                                                            (6) 

 
The absorption coefficient  with PS as , 

 

                                     (7) 

 
Here, x, y implies coordinates of waveguide dimension, z 

specifies PS length coordinate,  signifies waveguide 
mode optical supply of intensity. 

The absorption loss (AL) is the noteworthy part of overall 
loss in PS. Owing to the photons absorption via carriers, the 
AL is occurred (free carrier loss of absorption). As the voltage 
increases, the carriers drop from the junction, it lessens the 
carrier AL with PS. (Figure 5). The free carriers are higher 
while P doped region (Wp) is huge, so the loss is higher via 
PS is acquired in lesser voltages. If the region of P doped is 
tiny, then decreases the loss. The necessary PS derived in 
maximal voltage owing to lesser variation of carrier 
concentration. It derives Wp= 100nm minimal loss, then 
needed πPS is acquired within the limits of voltage set. If 
diminishing Wp <100nm, then the loss diminishes in the cost 
of phase efficient. The necessary PS modulation is derived in 
3.05V (Vπ) reverse bias voltage at presented structure along 
4.1 dB loss. Figure 6 depicts the Vπ difference including loss 
of PS length operation. Vπ lessens the propagation OW has 
visible for change the Phase shift of entire PS length with 
maximizing length. If maximizing the carriers communication, 
optical mode, length, then maximizes the loss, length, but 
minimizes the speed of operation. It creates trade-off stage 
amid theVπ and PS distance.  

 

 
Fig 5: Loss Vs voltage to vary Wp at the presented design 

 

 
Figure 6: Vπ including loss variation depending onPS length for 

proposed PS design along Wp = 100nm 
 

 The 3dB intrinsic bandwidth ( ) of PS is 

determined as 37.7GHz. Here, TWE is suggested for dealing 
the stable RC time, and then strongly connect the RF 
microwave including OW. To robust connect; optical group 
index (OGI) must be equivalent to effectual index in specific 
frequency. In 26GHz, assume the index match, it leads to 
maximal link amid the mode of RF and optical. Figure 7 
portrays the loss of 3 dB/cm determines in 26GHz. Here, loss 
is directly proportional to the frequency of microwave. To 
3.5mm length design, 6dB bandwidth of 24.75GHz is reached 
(Figure 8), also assures that the device is deemed to the 
communication of higher-speed DR.   

 

 
Figure 7: RF effectual index with Loss  
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Figure 8: Electric S21 (dB) utilizing frequency 

B. System-level performance   
 

 
Figure 9: PS-MZM eye diagram and VπL = 1.05V.cm 

 
Here, the dynamic performance imbalanced MZM combined 
to PS design is described. PS-MZM contains 100µm 
deliberate length dissimilarity including long arm, which 
provides 0.5V fixed bias voltage as well as irregular voltage 
swing (Vpp) and direct current reverse bias (Vdc) are employed 
to another arm. At 80Gbps, the generator of pseudo-random 
bit sequence (PRBS) creates a communication data. The 
electrical signal producer and NRZ line coding method have 
been utilized for converting logical data as electric signal 
message. The 1552.5nm carrier signal is created by CW Laser. 
Demodulate the acquired modulated signal utilizing photo 
detector responsively 1A/W. BER including eye diagram is 
assess the signal of demodulated. Here, 12.39dB for eye 
diagram together with extinction ratio (ER), 8.67×10-8 for 
BER, 1.05V.cm for VπL attains 3Vpp, 1.5Vdc. The eye-
crossing is approximately 50% broad eye opening guides to 
the deviation of minimal duty cycle with minimal inter-code 

interfering. It assures the PS-MZM is appropriate for higher-
speed DR utilizations. The usage of energy per bit 

(  to data transfer is determined as 1.71pJ/bit. The 
proficiency of presented method is likened to the published 
articles result that is tabulated in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Published result’s parameter comparison  
Ref 

 

L 

(mm) 
Gbps 

VπLπ 

(V.cm) 

ER 

(dB) 

[19] 0.76 40 1.5 7.02 
[20] 8 - 3.2 18 
[23] 1.6 113 2.4 - 
[24] 5 100 2.6 5.6 
[25] 3 10 1.09 11 
[26] 1.3 100 0.75 2.4 

propo
sed 3.5 80 1.06 12.4 

 
Greater ER is derived [20] through raising PS length. At 

[24], 5mm PS length has been utilized for getting the π phase 
shift and 5.5dB ER. Diminished the length to 1.2 mm [27] but 
requires the reverse BVapproximately 6V, also 2.4dB of ER 
has been acquired. Table 1 displays the PS in MZM works 
likened to different published outcomes. 

Up to 15km length of data centres span linked through fibre 
optic cables. The PS-MZM efficacy to communicate amid the 
chips coupled utilizing fibre optic cables. In 80Gbps, λ = 
1552.5nm, the proficiency of transmission distance is 
assessed. Figure 9 represents the PS-MZM eye diagram and 
VπL = 1.05V.cm 1×10-3 (among chips) that PS-MZM could 
transfer up to 29km. Figure 6 depicts RF VPP is 8 V including 
extinction ratio > 13 dB for necessary PN-junction mode with 
linear including the direction of propagation.  RF VPP is 
lessened to ~6.5 V with PS in serpentine PN-junction. The 
reduction of voltage modulation is attained with structured 
modification utilizing serpentine design. It assures PS-MZM is 
appropriateto intra data centre utilizations alongwave 
transmission of guided (optical fibre) with unguided (free 
space optics). The transmission length is maximized utilizing 
amplifier.  

The speed capability of PS-MZM is deemed through 
changing the bit rate, and then compute the BER. With 
maximizing bit rate, BER maximizes as inferred from figure 
10. Here, PS-MZM aids to 95Gbps. The bit rate is increased 
by enhancing the responsivity of PIN photo recognizers or 
presenting the filter. A significant lessening of radio frequency 
VPP lesser 3.3 VPP including extinction ratio of 11-dB for 
PS-MZM containing 3-mm vertical PN-junction PS. Figure 
6.27 vertical PN junction profile is depicted. PS-MZM has 
been acquired ~0.25 and 2.7-V dc Vπ. PS-MZM at vertical PN 
junction is lesser then PS-MZM simulated on -3 V dc reverse-
bias voltages at serpentine mode. In modulation voltage, 
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configuration of vertical PN junction contains lessening 
benefit. 

 
Figure 10: PS-MZM transmission capacity over 80 Gbps fibre 

optic cable 
 

C. Discussion 
The power consumption of this method is measured from 

currents to EIC via voltage supply. The currents drawn by 6 V, 
1.2 V biases are 60.09 mA, 41.82 mA for 44 Gbps mode, in 
consequence 410 mW consumption of power. The power 
consuming is greater than the reported that is 300 mW in 
50Gbps operation, because extra direct current flows from 
driver output via 50 Ω modulator termination resistor for 
ground. Experimental including theoretical assessment on 
silicon rib-waveguide carrier-depletion PS containing certain 
PN junction architectures are expressed in light of high ME 
for the capacity of higher transmission energy-efficient 
photonic networks.  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this manuscript, the plus-shaped PN junction PS is 

deemed. This model is enhanced the modulation efficiency 
(ME) as well as decreased optical loss for higher-speed DR. 
To get greater efficiency of modulation, the P doped region 
width and the thickness of doped regions are differ under 
slabs. The aim is to create an optimum CD type plus-shaped 
PS including lesser VπL. Silicon MZM including proposed PS 
can satisfy the higher-speed data transmission requirement on 
the applications of inter with intra data centre. The simulation 
analysis of circuit-level is executed in the proposed PS 
acquired at travelling wave electrode (TWE) silicon Mach 
Zehnder modulator (SMZM). In 80 Gbps, the 12.39 dB 
maximal extinction ratio along 8.67×10-8 bit error rate (BER) 
is acquired in VπLπ of 1.05 V.cm for 3.5 mm PS length. The 
measured intrinsic bandwidth of 3 dB denotes ~38 GHz, 
whereas the transmission energy per bit denotes 1.71pJ/bit. 
The modulator is structured for fulfilling the data centre 
futuristic requirements, also utilized in another utilization, viz 
optical switches. PS using SMZM, ER 12.39 dB as well as 

8.67×10-8 BER acquires in 1.05 V.cm VπLπ for the 
wavelength of 1552.5 nm. The modulator is structured for 
fulfilling the data centre futuristic requirements, also utilized 
in another utilizations, viz optical switches. The PS in MZM is 
examined to its associate distance (29 km for inter with intra 
data centre interlink communication without amplifier). With 
the help of complex modulation modes, more enhancements in 
bit rate is derived. More examines are carried out to recognize 
the maximal communication distance using proposed PS under 
SMZM for the requirements of data centre. Rib-waveguide PS 
modulation proficiency is categorized utilizing SMZM that 
indicates π phase shift Vs PS optical loss, π-shift voltage. 
Owing to the absorption of free-carrier, compensation doping 
profile of PN-junction is thinly doped segments at core of rib-
waveguide permit the minimization of optical loss, thus 
increasing SMZM. More development of SMZM is predicted 
with serpentine PN junction layout testing with theoretical 
investigations in silicon rib-waveguide carrier-depletion PS 
containing certain PN junction models are expressed higher 
ME for the capacity of higher-transmission energy-efficient 
photonic networks. At lateral, Si MZMs higher-speed function 
with vertical PN-junction scheme is classified at 10-Gb/s eye-
diagram. RF VPP is lesser 3.3 VPP including extinction ratio 
of 11-dB vertical PN-junction PS. 
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